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Meet your 
lecturer
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My Academic Journey
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CSAI Teaching Support Team
Eddie Ungless, Fiona Smith, Ana Deligny
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First I want to convince you why we 
need this course...
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AI?

• Bellman (1978) defines AI as "the 
automation of activities that we 
associate with human thinking (i.e., 
cognitive activities)".

• Hence, the focus is on automation of 
tasks.

• We have subfields focusing on 
learning, knowledge representation 
and reasoning, planning etc.
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Task Automation: 
Vacuum Cleaner 
World
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Example: An Automated Diagnostic Tool
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AI is everywhere!

• … from day-to-day tools to complex systems.

• Many domains involved:

• Transport, marketing, healthcare, finance, 
insurance, security, science, education, 
agriculture, military, legal ….

• Big tech firms know very well how to be part of our 
lives!
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(big) Data?

• Data IN, knowledge OUT

• We have enough computation power to:

• Predict decisions

• Model user behavior

• …

• We should think of benefits and harms that an AI 
system could bring.
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https://xkcd.com/1838/

https://xkcd.com/1838/
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https://www.ukras.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/UKRASWP_SurgicalRobotics2016_online.pdf
https://www.medibiosense.com/vitalpatch/

https://www.ukras.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/UKRASWP_SurgicalRobotics2016_online.pdf
https://www.medibiosense.com/vitalpatch/


Happy people, happy environment...
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Cambridge Analytica
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"The question isn't whether you're undocumented — but rather whether a 

flawed algorithm thinks you look like someone who's undocumented." 

Alvaro Bedoya, 

the founding director of Georgetown Law's Center on Privacy & Technology.

#disarmICE
In 2017, Palantir software allowed ICE to launch an operation that targeted 

and arrested family members of children who crossed the border, leading to 

443 arrests. 

Ethical Issues: deporting migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers, 

separating families, keeping children in detention...

*ICE: Immigration and Customs Enforcement



Ethics? 
Technology? 

• Ethics focuses on good life.

• A life with love, friendship, courage 
etc.

• It is best discussed as part of Philosophy.

• Theoretical

• Practical

• Technologies we develop have a big 
impact on power, justice and 
responsibility.
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We have a new trolley problem!

• Should self-driving cars have built-in ethics constraints? What 
constraints? How to identify these?
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https://www.moralmachine.net/

https://www.moralmachine.net/


• How much of our decisions we want to delegate to AI?

• The COMPAS algorithm is highly controversial, the algorithm's false 
positives are disproportionally black (Fry 2018).

• Predictive policing: where crimes are likely to occur and who might 
commit them
• Specific socioeconomic or racial groups may be targeted by police surveillance.
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Some other ethical concerns...
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Some other ethical concerns...

https://www.ed.ac.uk/impact/opinion/how-deepfakes-are-impacting-society

https://www.ed.ac.uk/impact/opinion/how-deepfakes-are-impacting-society


CSAI: Course Introduction



Learning Outcomes

• Understand data ethics and arising issues (e.g., bias, fairness, privacy) in 
AI systems.

• Explain and provide examples of how AI systems can play a critical role in 
decision making.

• Analyse case studies to identify and mitigate potential risks considering 
legal, social, ethical or professional issues.

• Apply ethical methodologies in the design of responsible AI systems.
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CSAI: Course Content

Data Ethics, Machine Ethics, AI Ethics



Data Ethics

• What are ethically significant harms and benefits?

• Common ethical challenges data practitioners and users face.
• Data collection

• Data storage, security

• Data hygiene

• Identifying/addressing bias

• ...
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* based on Introduction to Data Ethics module (several chapters) by Prof Shannon Vallor 



Machine Ethics

• How to automate moral reasoning for computational agents?

• Four different types of agents*:

• Ethical-impact agents

• Implicit ethical agents

• Explicit ethical agents

• Full ethical agents
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* Moor, James H.: The Nature, Importance, and Difficulty of Machine Ethics. In: IEEE Intelligent Systems 21 (2006), Juli, Nr. 4, S. 18–21.



Spec in YAML



Example in 
action: 
Jupyter 
Notebook



AI Ethics
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We build (semi/fully) automated 
systems that interact with people.

These systems are heterogeneous 
and consist of various 
components.

How to ensure that these systems 
overall do not harm people?



AI Ethics
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Fairness, 
Accountability, and 
Transparency (FAccT)

How to put 
human in 
control of AI 
systems?

Explainable AI (XAI)
Could AI be 
more 
explainable?

Responsible AI
How to 
regulate and 

deploy AI?



Course Structure

Lectures, Tutorials, Courseworks, Exam



Lectures

• Each lecture:
• Happens in person (fingers-crossed!)

• Covers content on the topic of the week

• Includes class discussion

• We will have two case-study weeks

• You will need to:
• Do weekly readings/watch videos/experiment with web sites
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Active participation is required



Tutorials

• We will have two tutorials.

• The first one is on Week 4, the second one is on Week 7.
• First tutorial will focus on critical thinking and active discussion. We will 

work on a case study as a group.

• Second tutorial will focus on a practical example. We will use AI Fairness 
360 toolkit to analyse real world data.
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Courseworks

• CW1: Design Outline (0%) - This is a group coursework. Each group will 
select a case study, the students will then provide an outline detailing 
ethical issues that they would like to work on during CW2. The outline 
will not be more than two pages.

• CW2: Essay (40%) - This coursework is an individual assessment. Each 
student will write an essay (1500-2000 words) based on the outline 
submitted as CW1.
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Exam (60%)

• Case Studies

• Application of ethical frameworks to specific cases

• Questions about data ethics, machine ethics and AI ethics
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Course Structure:
Questions

• We will use Piazza for 
active discussion.

• If you decide to send 
me an email, use the 
hashtag #CSAI in your 
subject line.

• This will be me for sure
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Questions?
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